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Abstract
Thirteen sets of dished accelerator grids were tested on five different 30-cm diameter bombardment thrusters to evaluate the effects of grid geometry variations on thruster discharge chamber performance. The dished grid parameters varied were: grid-to-grid spacing, screen and accelerator grid hole diameter, screen and accelerator open area fraction, compensation for beam divergence losses, and accelerator grid thickness. Also investigated were the effects on discharge chamber performance with losses of about 200 eV per ion and a utilization primarily because the screen grid open area was only 51 percent. References 4 through 8 have shown that the ion extraction system affects the thruster discharge chamber performance.

This paper presents the results of testing 13 sets of dished grids on five 30-cm thrusters in order to evaluate the effects of grid geometry changes on the discharge chamber performance. Use of an active magnetic baffle on three of the thrusters and main field electromagnets on one thruster allowed comparison of grid types at optimum thruster performance.

Introduction
Studies of solar electric propulsion systems show a need for 30-cm diameter mercury bombardment ion thrusters. Overall efficiencies greater than 70 percent are desired at a maximum input power of approximately 2700 watts and a specific impulse of 3000 seconds. These requirements imply ion beam currents of about 2.0 amperes at net ion energies near 1100 volts from a discharge chamber with losses of about 200 eV per ion and a utilization efficiency greater than 95 percent.

Thruster performance with dished grids presented in reference 3 was limited to 350 eV per ion at 95 percent utilization primarily because the screen grid open area was only 51 percent. References 4 through 8 have shown that the ion extraction system affects the thruster discharge chamber performance.

This paper presents the results of testing 13 sets of dished grids on five 30-cm thrusters in order to evaluate the effects of grid geometry variations on thruster discharge chamber performance. Use of an active magnetic baffle on three of the thrusters and main field electromagnets on one thruster allowed comparison of grid types at optimum thruster performance.

Apparatus and Procedure
Thrusters
Five different 30-cm thrusters, excluding the accelerator grid system, were used in this program and are described in Table 1. Thrusters A(4) and B(5) were optimized for use with composite grids whereas thruster C(9) was designed with a conventional flat 2-grid accelerator system. Tests using thruster C also utilized a separate power supply to excite the three-turn magnetic baffle. The diameter of the physical baffle was varied from 4.13 to 5.25 cm. Thruster D was identical to thruster B with the following exceptions: (1) The 8 axial and 12 radial permanent magnets were replaced with 12 axial and 12 radial electromagnets with 270 and 300 turns, respectively, for each electromagnet. (2) The cathode-isolator-vaporizer assembly (CIV) for thruster D1 was taken from thruster C in order to use the magnetic baffle.
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eral flow rates. Cathode flow rates were not corrected for doubly charged beam ions or neutralizer flow rates. Cathode flow rates were held between 70 and 140 equivalent mA unless specified otherwise. All symbols are defined in the appendix.

Results and Discussion

As discussed in the Introduction, the ion accelerating systems of bombardment thrusters play an important role in determining the discharge chamber performance. Therefore, a program was initiated to determine the effects of dished grid geometry changes on thruster performance. As the program progressed, it was found that there were considerable interactions between grid geometry changes and thruster changes. As an example of these interactions, figure 2 compares the discharge chamber performance of the five thrusters of table 1 when tested with grid set F and the grids for which thrusters A, B, and C were optimized. It can be seen that there was considerable degradation in the performance of thrusters A and B when grid set F replaced the composite grids. The performance of thruster C improved when it was operated with dished grids even though \( \Delta V_f \) was 3 volts less than reported for flat grid operation. The maximum discharge chamber performance for grid set F occurred when those grids were tested on thruster D1, an electromagnet thruster with an active magnetic baffle. In that test the main magnetic field was optimized for maximum discharge chamber performance.

Figure 2 shows that to justly evaluate the effects of grid geometry changes on thruster performance, it is necessary to have that thruster be of the optimum configuration for that particular grid set.

The balance of this section presents the effects on discharge chamber performance of variations in the grid geometry, main magnetic field, magnetic baffle and the cathode assembly.

Ion Accelerating System

The desired flexibility of an electromagnet thruster was not always available because five different thrusters were used in this grid evaluation program. Therefore, the results of grid geometry changes presented below should be used only to indicate relative and not necessarily absolute thruster performance gains.

Grid-to-grid spacing. Past ion thruster tests have shown that the \( \eta \) could be reduced by increasing the total grid voltage or decreasing the grid-to-grid spacing. (3,7/12) This was attributed to movement of the sheath at the screen grid toward the discharge chamber thereby increasing the effective open area of the screen grid and extracting more ions from the plasma. To determine the sensitivity of the discharge chamber performance on grid spacing, several tests were conducted over a wide range of spacings. Figure 3(a) shows an improvement in the discharge chamber performance of thruster C for grid sets B, C, and E (identical except for compensation and spacing) with a screen grid open area fraction, \( F_{QS} \), of 0.51 as the cold grid spacing was decreased from 1.09 to 0.84 and 0.63 mm. However, it is seen that the sensitivity of discharge chamber performance to grid spacing decreased as the spacing decreased. Reference 3 also reported nearly constant discharge chamber performance for identical grids with spacings of 0.86 and 0.66 mm tested on thruster B. Figure 3(b) shows the discharge chamber performance for thruster D2 with grid sets J and H (\( F_{QS} \) equal to 0.67) having grid spacings of 0.51, 0.74, and 0.92 mm. Again the performance variations were negligible. Figure 3(c) also shows almost no variation in discharge chamber performance as the grid spacing was varied from 0.92 to 1.30 to 1.98 mm for grid set N tested on thruster C. The \( F_{QS} \) for grid set N was 0.17.

In general, for grids with \( F_{QS} \) of 0.51 and spacings less than 0.84 mm and grids with \( F_{QS} \) of 0.67 and 0.77 at any spacing up to 1.98 mm, the discharge chamber performance for a given grid geometry and given thruster was insensitive to grid spacing. This can be explained as follows. The effective screen grid hole diameter is larger than the physical hole diameter and increases with decreasing grid spacing for grids with \( F_{QS} \) of 0.51. As \( F_{QS} \) is increased the effective hole diameters of adjacent holes probably come into contact with each other thereby limiting the effective \( F_{QS} \) to a value near unity. For the grid spacings and voltages of interest, all operation of grids with \( F_{QS} \) of 0.67 and 0.77 was probably near the maximum effective \( F_{QS} \) and therefore insensitive to changes in grid spacing. This also implies that for a particular thruster and its plasma density profile, the ion extraction was near maximum. One way to increase the ion extraction efficiency would be to flatten the plasma profile as suggested in reference 13.

For most of the grid geometries tested, the thruster performance was insensitive to grid spacing changes for a given grid geometry. Therefore, the effects of different grid geometries on discharge chamber performance of any given thruster could be evaluated.

\( d_s \) and \( d_A \) increase, \( F_{QS} \) and \( F_{OA} \) constant. Several grid sets with \( F_{QS} \) of 0.51 and 0.67 and \( F_{OA} \) of 0.43, 0.51, and 0.67 with varying hole diameters were tested on thruster C. Figure 4(a) shows the discharge chamber performance of thruster C with grid sets A and C. The open area of both grids of each set was 0.51 but the grid hole diameters for grid set A were 1.02 mm and for grid set C were 1.91 mm. Both the maximum \( \eta \) and the minimum \( \epsilon_f \) were larger for the test with the small holes. The larger holes of grid set C may allow deeper penetration of the plasma sheath into the discharge chamber resulting in a larger extraction area and lower ion losses at the screen grid.

In figures 4(b) and (c) where \( F_{QS} \) was 0.67 for all grid sets there were no significant differences in the discharge chamber performance as the \( d_s \) was varied from 1.91 to 2.41 mm. Apparently this resulted because operation was always at the maximum effective open area. The improved performance shown in figure 4(c), relative to that of 4(a)
were increased to 0.67 with the same hole diameters and (b), can be attributed to higher \( F_{OS} \) and higher \( \Delta V_T \) in the second case.

\( F_{OS} \) and \( F_{OA} \) increase, \( d_s \) and \( d_A \) constant. Starting with the grid geometry of reference 3, where the \( F_{OS} \) and \( F_{OA} \) were 0.51 and the hole diameters were 1.91 mm; the \( F_{OS} \) and \( F_{OA} \) were increased to 0.67 with the same hole diameters by decreasing the center-to-center hole spacing.

Figures 5(a) and (b) show the discharge chamber performance of thrusters C and E2 with grid sets C and F and D and F, respectively. In both cases, as the \( F_{OS} \) and \( F_{OA} \) were increased from 0.51 to 0.67 the minimum \( \eta_T \) decreased about 15 percent while the maximum \( \eta_T \) decreased about 2 percent. The discharge chamber losses probably decreased because there was less screen grid surface on which ions could be lost (larger effective open area). But at the same time, some of the neutral mercury atoms which were contained by the initially low \( F_{OS} \) were lost as \( F_{OS} \) was increased causing the degradation in \( \eta_T \).

\( d_A \) and \( F_{OA} \) decrease, \( d_s \) and \( F_{OS} \) constant. Two grid sets with \( F_{OS} \) and \( F_{OA} \) of 0.67 were compared with two other grid sets with \( F_{OS} \) of 0.67 and \( F_{OA} \) of 0.43. The comparisons were made on thruster C for grids with \( d_s \) of 1.91 and 2.41 mm. In both cases when \( F_{OA} \) was reduced, the \( \eta_T \) increased for all \( d_A \). In particular, figure 6(a) shows that at the knee of the curve the \( \eta_T \) increased about 3 percent as the \( F_{OA} \) was reduced.

Figure 6(b) shows a similar effect when grid sets G and M, both with \( d_s \) of 2.41 mm but with \( d_A \) of 2.41 and 1.93 mm, respectively, were tested on thruster C. Here the thruster performance improvement was partly due to the fact that a separate magnetic baffle power supply was used when \( d_A \) was reduced, allowing the cathode flow rate to be decreased, which resulted in a \( \eta_T \) increase of about 2 percent. Thus, the improvement in \( \eta_T \) due only to the reduction of \( d_A \), was about 4 percent. The thruster performance of figure 6(b) was degraded from that of 6(a) because the \( \Delta V_T \) was 35 volts for 6(b) and 37 volts for 6(a).

The thruster performance improvements resulting from the decrease of \( d_A \) were most likely caused by the increased reflection of neutral mercury atoms.

Compensated grids. Hole pattern compensation of dished grids is required to reduce the inherent thrust losses due to beam divergence discussed in references 3 and 14. The center-to-center hole spacing was either increased for the accelerator grid or decreased for the screen grid. The amount of compensation was measured as a strain and was equal to the ratio of the change in spacing to the original spacing.

It was desirable to determine if compensation of grids affected the discharge chamber performance. Figure 7 shows that the discharge chamber performance for two different grid geometries tested on thrusters C and D2 was not affected by grid compensation.

Accelerator grid thickness. The minimum total accelerating voltage required to extract a 2.0 amper beam from dished grids is approximately 1200 volts. An effective specific impulse of 3000 seconds requires a net accelerating voltage of approximately 1100 volts. The magnetic baffle current required to accelerate the electron beam is primarily required to prevent electron backstreaming rather than add to the total accelerating voltage and is of the order 300 to 500 volts. At these relatively low voltages the accelerator lifetime has been greatly extended. Therefore, the accelerator thickness was reduced from 0.76 to 0.51 mm. Grid sets H and J were tested on thruster E2 to determine the effect, if any, on thruster performance of accelerator grid thickness. Figure 8 shows that there was no change in performance when the accelerator grid thickness was reduced.

Main Magnetic Field

The on-axis values of axial magnetic field strength at the baffle and the plane of the screen grid pole piece are listed in Table 1. The reference point for the axial position was chosen to be the baffle because it was the upstream boundary of the magnetic field within the discharge chamber. The location of the plane of the screen grid pole piece is also indicated in Table 1. The magnetic field strength as well as the volume of the primary electron region was increased when going from thruster A to E. The higher on-axis field strengths obtained near the baffle with thrusters C and E are caused by the presence of the magnetic baffle. Away from the baffle, the stronger fields were attributed to a greater number of permanent magnets.

References 6, 13, and 16 have shown that the strength and shape of the magnetic field within the discharge chamber can have a strong affect upon the discharge chamber performance. Therefore, it is desirable to be able to change the magnetic field strength and shape during the evaluation of thruster performance for each component variation. This was accomplished with thruster D which had separately excited axial and radial electromagnets. To observe the effects of the magnet currents on the beam current, the discharge current, accelerating voltages and mercury flow rates were held constant while one of the magnet currents was varied. The other magnet current was held constant at its optimum value. The magnetic baffle current was varied to maintain a constant discharge voltage. Figure 9 shows the variation of beam current with either the axial or radial magnet current for grid set J on thruster D2 at approximately 2650 watts of input power. The shapes of the curves were typical for other levels of input power and for other grids tested on this thruster. The beam current always increased rapidly with either magnet current up to some fairly well defined value after which it was nearly constant for increasing magnet currents. This optimum value of magnet current increased with input power or beam current. For input powers of 2000 and 1400 watts, the optimum magnet currents were 0.8 and 0.6 amperes, respectively.

Figure 2 showed an improvement in thruster performance when grid set F was operated on thruster D1 rather than thruster C. The performance
shown for thruster D1 was obtained at the optimum axial and radial magnet currents. Figure 10 also compares the performance of thrusters C and D1 when grid sets J and N were used. In both tests thruster performance increased when the main magnetic field was optimized. The difference in performance between the two grid sets was significantly less on thruster D1 than on thruster C, thereby showing again the need for a flexible thruster when comparing two grids with different geometries.

### Magnetic Baffle

References 14, 17, and 18 have shown that the magnetic baffle aids in the control of electron flow from the hollow cathode to the anode of 30-cm diameter thrusters thereby allowing increases in thruster performance and throttling range. The discharge voltage was reduced when either the physical baffle diameter or magnetic baffle ampere-turns was decreased. The reduction of $\Delta V_I$, caused by either a physical or magnetic baffle reduction could be negated by a decrease in cathode flow rate. Reference 17 has indicated that optimum performance for single point operation is obtained with the minimum permissible cathode flow.

Figure 11 shows the variation of discharge chamber performance with magnetic baffle current, $J_{MB}$, for thruster C. The cathode flow rate, $J_{OK}$ in equivalent mA, is listed at each data point. The overall discharge chamber performance increased monotonically with decreasing $J_{MB}$ (or $J_{OK}$). This trend was observed with all thrusters and grid combinations presented herein. The lower limit of $J_{MB}$ or $J_{OK}$ was reached when the discharge instability mentioned in references 17 and 18 was observed. As the $J_{OK}$ was reduced from a high value (approx. 200 mA), the $\Delta V_I$ would gradually increase to some relative maximum value, rapidly decrease about 10 volts, and then increase until the discharge would extinguish. A decrease in $J_{MB}$ would decrease the relative maximum of $\Delta V_I$. The minimum $J_{MB}$ was that value which caused the relative maximum of $\Delta V_I$ to be slightly greater than the desired $\Delta V_I$.

The flexibility of the magnetic baffle is further shown in figure 12 which presents the performance of thruster C when tested with three different physical baffles having diameters of 4.13, 4.76, and 5.25 centimeters. At each data point, the magnetic baffle current was reduced to the lowest value which gave stable thruster operation. Figure 12 shows that the same discharge chamber performance was obtained regardless of the baffle diameter as long as the magnetic baffle was used to minimize the cathode flow rate. Thus, by using a separate power supply to excite the magnetic baffle coil the $\eta_B$ can be maximized at any $\epsilon_I$ or $J_g$ for any particular combination of thruster, grid set, magnetic field, cathode geometry, and baffle diameter.

### Cathode Assembly Variations

Cathode pole piece length. As mentioned earlier, the main magnetic field strength and shape affects the thruster performance. Therefore, four different cathode pole piece lengths were tested in thruster D using grid set F with the intent of improving the magnetic field shape of a thruster which was optimized for flat grids. The standard cathode assembly (including cathode, isolator, vaporizer, cathode pole piece, magnetic baffle, and excitation coil) was moved as a unit in and out of the thruster to obtain the variations in cathode pole piece length ("h" in fig. 1). Figure 13 shows that the discharge chamber performance improved as the cathode assembly was retracted from 7.62 cm into the discharge chamber to 2.54 cm. When the cathode assembly was retracted such that the pole piece length was only 0.32 cm performance degraded slightly. For each configuration the axial, radial, and magnetic baffle electromagnets were varied to obtain the maximum performance. The improvement in the discharge chamber performance obtained with the shorter pole piece was probably due to an improved magnetic field shape as well as the higher field strength required for optimum operation with dished grids.

Figure 14 shows the discharge chamber performance for grid set J, with $F_{OA}$ of 0.43, on thruster D with the pole piece at the 5.08 cm position. Again a small improvement, relative to figure 13, in the propellant utilization was realized due to the decrease in $F_{OA}$. Another performance gain occurred, as in figure 13, when the cathode assembly was retracted to the 2.54 cm position. The optimum magnetic field shape and strength of thruster D was duplicated on thruster E1 with permanent magnets and the discharge chamber performance remained unchanged.

### Cathode position

When the standard cathode assembly was retracted 2.34 cm, as explained above, the cathode tip was then about 2.2 cm ("a", fig. 1) upstream of the plane of the propellant distributor backplate. This cathode position was physically and thermally undesirable so the cathode tip magnetic baffle coil and cathode keeper were moved downstream to the original position and only the physical baffle and cathode pole piece were retracted 2.54 cm. This resulted in a decrease of $\epsilon_I$ as shown in figure 14. References 19 and 20 have also shown that the discharge chamber performance of a 15 cm thruster was affected by cathode position.

### Summary of Discharge Chamber Optimization

Figure 15 summarizes the gains in discharge chamber performance as thruster C with flat grids evolved to thruster E2 with dished grids. Shown is the discharge chamber performance of thruster C tested with flat grids, with dished grid set F, and with grid set J. Also shown is the performance of thruster E2 (thruster C with modifications presented in the previous section) operated with grid set J. At a $\eta_B$ of 0.93 the discharge losses were decreased by 70 eV per ion with the addition of grid set J to thruster C. At an $\epsilon_I$ of 190 the thruster modifications resulted in a $\eta_B$ increase of 5 percent.

Table 3 compares the discharge chamber performance of thruster C with flat grids (9) and thruster E2 with grid set J operated at three different levels of input power. The performance improved with the modified thruster using dished grids not only at full power as shown in figure 15 but at power inputs of three-fourths and half of full power.

Welcome to the world of language engineering! Your text seems to be discussing the performance of thrusters in terms of magnetic baffles, cathode assembly variations, and cathode position. It also includes discussions on cathode pole piece length, discharge chamber optimization, and cathode position. The text references several studies and experiments, highlighting the importance of these factors in optimizing thruster performance. I hope this helps you! 😊
Conclusions

The effects of dished grid geometry on the discharge chamber performance have been presented. Five different 30-cm diameter thrusters were used to evaluate 13 different sets of grids with 13 different grid geometries. It was found that, in all cases, to obtain the maximum thruster performance, the discharge chamber should be optimized for the particular grid set which would finally be used. A thruster which was optimized for a flat two-grid accelerating system was operated with dished grids at lower discharge losses and higher propellant utilizations. The improvements in discharge chamber performance, experienced over a two-to-one throttling range, were attributed to the dished grids, a stronger main magnetic field, cathode assembly modifications, and an optimized cathode flow rate.

The variations of dished grid geometries and the generalized results are summarized below:

1. For dished grids with a $F_{OS}$ of 0.51 and a grid-to-grid spacing of less than 0.84 mm or grids with the $F_{OS}$ greater than 0.67 at any spacing, the discharge chamber performance of any thruster was insensitive to the grid spacing. This apparently occurred because the effective open area of the screen grid reached a constant maximum value when the above conditions were met thereby fixing the ion transmission of the grids. This fact allowed most of the grid geometry changes to be compared even at different grid-to-grid spacings.

2. For grid sets with the $F_{OS}$ and $F_{OA}$ equal to 0.51, the minimum $\eta_I$ and the maximum $\tau_I$ decreased as the grid hole diameter increased. Again, it is probable that the effective open area of the screen grid was larger for the larger holes, therefore $\tau_I$ and $\eta_I$ decreased. For grid sets with $F_{OS}$ equal to 0.67 there was no change in performance as the grid hole diameters were varied.

3. For all of the grids tested, when the $F_{OS}$ and $F_{OA}$ were increased the minimum $\tau_I$ decreased as well as the $\eta_I$. With a greater effective $F_{OS}$ the ions in the discharge chamber were more efficiently extracted, but the larger $F_{OA}$ also allowed a greater number of neutral atoms to be lost.

4. When the $F_{OA}$ was decreased while $F_{OS}$ was held constant the $\eta_I$ always increased for all $\tau_I$. The $\eta_I$ increased because some of the neutral atoms passing through the screen grid were reflected by the smaller accelerator holes.

5. There was no change in the discharge chamber performance of thrusters equipped with grids which were compensated to minimize the thrust loss due to beam divergence.

6. There was no change in the discharge chamber performance when the thickness of the accelerator grid was reduced from 0.76 mm to 0.51 mm.

It was found to be desirable to be able to change the magnetic field strength and shape during the evaluation of thruster performance for thruster component variation. This was accomplished by using a thruster with electromagnets to generate the main magnetic field.

When a separate power supply was used to excite the magnetic baffle of thruster C the cathode flow could be minimized at any thrust condition to give the maximum discharge chamber performance.

The discharge chamber performance was noted to be a function of the cathode pole piece length probably because it changed the main magnetic field to a more desirable shape. The cathode position also affected thruster performance.

The discharge chamber performance of the 30-cm diameter thruster with dished grids has surpassed that of the thrusters with composite grids yet dished grids offer the extended lifetime of previously tested two-grid accelerating systems.

Appendix - Symbols

- $B_z$ axial magnetic field strength, gauss
- $d_A$ accelerator grid hole diameter, mm
- $d_S$ screen grid hole diameter, mm
- $F_{OA}$ accelerator grid open area fraction
- $F_{OS}$ screen grid open area fraction
- $J_B$ beam current, amp
- $J_I$ discharge current, amp
- $J_{MB}$ magnetic baffle current, amp
- $J_{OK}$ cathode propellant flow rate, equiv. mA
- $V_A$ accelerator voltage, V
- $V_I$ net ion accelerating voltage, V
- $V_{AV}$ discharge voltage, V
- $\varepsilon_I$ discharge chamber energy per beam ion, eV/ion
- $\eta_I$ propellant utilization efficiency
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Table 1. Thruster description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thruster</th>
<th>Basic thruster design</th>
<th>Thruster modifications</th>
<th>Cathode pole piece length WRT thruster backplate, cm</th>
<th>Cathode tip position WRT thruster backplate, cm</th>
<th>Range of ( B_z ) from baffle to plane of screen pole piece, gauss</th>
<th>Distance from baffle to plane of screen pole piece, cm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>LeRC (ref. 4)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>5.08 downstream</td>
<td>0.0 downstream</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>HRL300 (ref. 6)</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>HRL400 (ref. 9)</td>
<td>Active magnetic baffle</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>56.10</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>HRL300</td>
<td>Active magnetic baffle, axial and radial electromagnets</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>2.2 upstream</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>12.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E1</td>
<td>HRL400</td>
<td>Active magnetic baffle, cathode pole piece shortened, stronger magnetic field</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>0.32 downstream</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Dished grid geometry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grid set</th>
<th>Hole diam., mm</th>
<th>Grid thickness, mm</th>
<th>Screen Accelerator</th>
<th>Screen Accelerator</th>
<th>Screen Accelerator</th>
<th>Screen Accelerator</th>
<th>Compensatiion, strain %</th>
<th>Aperture shape</th>
<th>Ratio of dish depth to dish diameter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Circular</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Thruster performance comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thruster description</th>
<th>Input power, watts</th>
<th>Net ion accelerating voltage, V</th>
<th>Beam current, amps</th>
<th>Discharge chamber losses, eV/ion</th>
<th>Propellant utilization efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thruster C (ref. 9)</td>
<td>1258</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat grids (ref. 9)</td>
<td>1258</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>.892</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid set J</td>
<td>1384</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>.971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2610</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>.899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>1225</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1384</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>.822</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. - Thruster C cathode assembly.

Figure 2. - Comparison of discharge chamber performance for the thrusters of Table 1 operated with several grids.
Figure 3. - Discharge chamber performance variation with grid spacing.
Figure 4. - Discharge chamber performance variation with grid hole diameter.
Figure 5. - Discharge chamber performance variation with grid open area fraction.

Figure 6. - Discharge chamber performance variation as accelerator open area fraction decreases.
Figure 7. - Discharge chamber performance variation for compensated grids.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRID SET</th>
<th>STRAIN</th>
<th>V_I</th>
<th>J_B</th>
<th>V_A</th>
<th>ΔV_I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. - Discharge chamber performance variation with accelerator grid thickness.
Figure 9. Variation of beam current with current through electromagnets.

- $V_I = 1000 \text{ v}$
- $V_A = 500 \text{ v}$
- $\Delta V_I = 37 \text{ v}$
- $J_I = 13.2 \text{ AMP}$
- THRUSTER D2
- GRID SET J
Figure 10. - Comparison of discharge chamber performance of thrusters C and D1 with grid sets J and N.

Figure 11. - Discharge chamber performance variation with magnetic baffle current.
Figure 12. - Discharge chamber performance variation with baffle diameter.

Figure 13. - Discharge chamber performance variation with cathode pole piece length.
Figure 14. - Discharge chamber performance variation with cathode position.

Figure 15. - Summary of thruster performance optimization.